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PLANES FROM THE MARY ROSE
We learn from an article by R.H.
Wood in the Tools and Trades History
Society's (c/O The Secretary, Winston Grange, Stowmarket, Suffolk,
IP14 6LE UK) Newsletter #4 that approximately forty planes have been
recovered from the recently raised
Mary Rose, the Tudor warship sunk
in 1545. It is further said that
the wooden parts of a very large
number of rools are remarkably well
preserved and when available for inspection, will be of great value in
interpreting the tool kits and trades
of the period. There is a project,
not yet formalized, to make reproductions of the tools available to
the public. If such reproductions

are accurate, and there is no reason
why they should not be, they will
prove invaluable to history minded
collectors all over the world. Let
us hope that at least the Mary
Rose's planes are completely and
rapidly placed within our reach.
NOTES & QUERIES
Bud Brown has recorded a label of
E.W. CARPENTER bearing the address
Baltimore. The name label which is
separate from the address bears the
familiar incised lettering as seen
on Carpenter's planes from Lancaster.
The word Baltimore is, however, in
raised lettering in a sawtooth
rectangle.
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PHILADELPHIA PLANEMAKING NAMES
by
Dave Truesdale
There follows a large but as yet incomplete list of Philadelphia
Planemakers that I have dug out of the records while doing research for an
article or booklet. Some of these men have been mentioned or discussed
previously but many have not been noted before. I do not include many of
the well known names.
I list Greenfield Tool Co because it appears in the directories although I know they actually made their planes in Massachusetts. T.J.M'Call
is quite probably Thomas J. McCall who appears in Albany, N.Y. records.
Deterick Heiss, who as Dietrich Heiss is recorded in Lancaster, Penna as
a planemaker, joiner and carpenter is listed in Philadelphia as a carpenter on Vine Street between Second and Third. Hopefully, I will soon be
able to provide the plane collecting fraternity with detailed information
on many of these men and perhaps others still to be found.
Albert & Steel
Hannis & Abbott
John PickerinF7
Henry Albert
Washington Hesslepoth Samuel J. Rees
Samuel S. Barry
Albert Ingl!s/Engles
William Rieble
William Barry
Jacob Katz
H.C.Russell
John Bartley
Reuben Kean
Edward Edelen
Thomas Beckman
R. Keen
Edward Sheneman
William Beckman
Henry F. Kneass
John Sheneman
William Berkleback Frederick F. Kneass
Thomas Sheneman
Edwin Bushnell
William Sheneman
John Kucker
Andrew Butler
Silas F.Smith
T.J.M 1 Cali
Frederick Butler
John E. Spring
James Marshall
John Clouden
Stall & Massey
Edward D. Martin
Souder & Summers
Geroge Cook
Robert Mathews
Peter Crock
William M'Daniels
Joseph Steel
Benjamin Edenborn
Adam Miller
Martin Summers
William Fennell
Richard H. Tilburn
James Miller
William W. Fry
William D. VanBaun
George Milnor
Charles Veit
Eli Goldsmith
Aaron Music
Henry Veit
John Goldsmith
Michael Nice
William Veit
Greenfield Tool Co Nathan Norton
Benjamin S. Grey
Alfred Wilney
Parrish & Barry
David Hanley
Parrish & Massey
Benjamin Hannis
John Paschall
D. Heiss 1785 carpenter
NOTES & QUERIES
D.CORL (the reading is not certain)
appears on the iron of an unmarked
13k" moulder collected by Norb Sand.
An iron in an unmarked jointer recorded by Don Krauss bears the name
PERKS embossed in a saw tooth border.
The iron is tapered with a rounded
top. Letters are 3/16" high and
4
/".
the frame 1
Dave
raps
haps
In a

Perch reports a jack sized cornrlane with 5/8" chamfers peruser made but stamped PLAYFAIR
sawtooth rectangle on the toe end.

Recently added to the Dan Semel collection is a plane marked Albany Tool
Co. a name unrecorded in the standard references. The mark is incised
In small letters similar to those
employed by Bensen or Crannell who
made planes both separately and in
association. He may possibly represent a firm name of theirs but
this is speculation. The plane is
a skewed rabbet and the # 181, doubtless somebody's style number. Can
anyone hook this up with other planes
or catalog entries?
IX-2-2

A PUZZLE PLANE
by Len Borkowski
(can anyone place it in time and location?)
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"DIG DEEP IN MARSHES OLD"
by
Dan Blackhurst
Bob Graham reports the stamp, "A & W MARSH OHIO CLEVELAND" in the VIII-4
issue of Plane Talk. I have two excellent Marsh specimens. A search
of the City Directory collection of the Cleveland Public Library shows, in
the 1837-1838 edition of the Cleveland-Ohio City Directory, the following
two entries:
Marsh A & W plane manufacturers
36 Senaca St.
Marsh Archibald (A & W M)
r. 33 Champlain St.
The directory stands by itself with nothing published earlier and
nothing published again until 1845-46. Marsh does not appear in the 1845
or later editions; however, an interesting appearance in the 1845 edition
is the following:
Vinall J.I. plane maker
15 Seneca St. S.
Vinall J ship carpenter
15 Seneca St. S
I have six very good Vinall specimens showing both a J and a J J
marking together with an "Ohio Cleveland" marking on.the Marsh planes.
The similarities between the two are so great even under stustantial magnification, as to suggest that they were made by the same stamp or, at least,
stamps cut from the same master.
Returning to the previously mentioned
Vinall listing but there is a

1837-38

directory there is no

Vinan, John, ship carpenter'

38 Champlain
No other listing of Vinan can be found anywhere. I personally believe
it is a misprint of the name Vinall. If it is, we have:
1. Marsh & Vinall residing on the same street, at 33 & 38 Champlain,
respectively, in 1837-38;
2. Marsh terminating business, apparently, between 1838 & 1845.

3. Vinall entering the business, apparently, between 1838 & 45
4. Both Marsh and Vinall conducted their businesses on the same
street, at 36 & 15 Seneca respectively; and
5. Both apparently using the same city-state stamp.
With more time I can perhaps come up with more than circumstantial evidence, however, for now I think the odds are pretty good that Vinall took
over Marsh's business.

1X-2-4

QUERIES
A report from Bud Brown tells us
that Bill Phillips has acquired a
101
/
2" moulder of very early appearance that is marked PHILLIBi REBER
Roger Smith sends us an extract from
an English tool manual which supports
the explanation of slipped beads developed by Bob Graham and discussed
in both Plane Talk and BP II. The
extract reads, "the better makes of
these tools have working faces in
boxwood, the body of the plane being in beech, and smaller sizes are
/ lipped' - that is, one side of
the plane is rebated, and a loose
slip fitted in and secured with
screws, the object being to enable
the tool to be worked down into a
rebate or over a projecting surface, such as the bead on the edge
of a bottom moulding as shown in
Fig. 1546."

1546.

Eric Gannicott writes, "On page 9,
VIII-3 there is a pistol logo of
W.BUTCHER. Strangely enough I have
two jointer irons with a pistol
logo but it faces the other way! I
also have a dog's head on a W.
BUTCHER iron. The rubbing is not
too clear but the does head is
deeply struck and the ear and eye
are raised in low relief. The pistol is styled with a simple inner
shape and an outer line fqxming the
trigger and hammer lock. I have
also enclosed a rubbing of an early
SANDUSKY jointer blade with
a clipper ship logo.

Russ Scovill notes that his metal
planes have flush bottoms fore and
aft and asks, "My 11
/
2" and 2" rabbet planes and a similar wide block
Ohio Tool Co. panel raiser have
appreciably stepped soles. That is
- the horizontal plane of the front
portion of the sole is considerably
higher than the sole behind the iron.
Is this due to design, wear or
warping?"
John M. Ross writes to say, "I
heartily endorse Wilson Stevens'suggestion (VII-4-1) to run articles by
expert members for us beginners.
Everyone of his comments speaks to
need of mine." O.K. Experts, you
write 'em, we'll print 'em.
From Ken Bassett:
.A maker I reported in 11-2-2 was
typoed as PERRINS. It should have
been A.W.PERKINS.
.In AWP the surname of JOHN BASSET
of Norton is spelt with two t's.
Doubtless confused with my surname.
.Want to report an interesting handled smoother marked F.P.EASTMAN (see
V-2-5).Handle, wedge and throat wear
plate are of bone, perhaps replacements.
A list of unusual or unrecorded
labels:
W.F.DOMINICK/CHICAGO
F.K.JENKS
A.TOPPAN
J.P.ROOME
J.L.HAYNES/J.PARKER/NEWARK
Some German labelers:
BUSSE/BERLIN
BUSSE/BERLIN/BRANDENBURG STR. 19
PH BALTZER/BERLIN
C.SCHEITZ/ZEHLINDORF
J.HOLST/HAMBURG
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DETAIL OF Do4S
HEar:>

Eric Gannicott

LEONARD J. FARWELL
by
Len Borkowski
I think I found a mis-reading in VIII-4-7. I own 3 wood moulding
planes which are stamped W.T. Two are FARWELL and one is NAZRO KING. I
am willing to bet Farwell has Milwaukie spelled with allKIEn. This is no
error. Before Wisconsin became a state (1848) there was a period ('45 to
'48) when it was spelled both ways. In fact, the oldest-.. newspaper (still
being printed) was spelled MILWAUKIE SENTINEL &GAZETTE. In the middle
of the night somebody stole into the print office and smashed the masthead,
forcing a new one to be made with the KEE spelling. Leonard J. Farwell
came from Watertown, NY and was originally a tinsmith, then one of the largest
wholesale hardware merchants in the area. He gave this up to become governor of Wisconsin in 1856.
Ed. Note: We expect to run more of the Milwaukie hardware dealers by Len
Borkowski who has provided info and photos.

Wedge of a Jennion plane,
many years in America,
belonging to Ery Schaffer

E.CLARK/MILWAUKEE
Rubbed by Len Borkowski

t
.11(

•

HENRY J. NAZRO & CO./ MILWAUKIE
Rubbed by Len Borkowski
IX-2-6

P. CLUM (?)
Recorded by Bill Gustafson
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From Rich Peiffer we have received a considerable harvest of very
interesting plane information. Any collector who can garner this sort of thing on
a regular basis has to have a magic touch.
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Help Wanted
Where in England can I write to get a BAHCO
catalog? I'm doing a study of the Erik Anton
Berg Co. (Sharkbrand) of Sweden which was
bought outtY. BAHCO.
Michael Knudsen
107 5th Ave. E.
Lisbon, ND 58054
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cherry

Rich Peiffer
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FROM "CREASER" TO "PAGOMA"
BY
Jack Evans
1. Creasing planes (VIII-3-16)
The Oxford English Dictionary supplements its definitions with
cited historical
examples of usage. Under the noun crease (as it might apply to the
present
discussion), the earliest dated example (1578) is creastes, meaning
ridges,
and seems to be synonymous with crest. Two examples dated 1665
use the word
to indicate a furrow or groove. Examples dated 1696 and later
use the word
as we do today. The modern meaning of crease was evidently well
established
by 1755, when Samuel Johnson defined it as the mark made in something
by
folding or doubling it. The word creaser (no dated examples given) may also
be relevant. It "applied to various mechanical contrivances for making
creases, grooves, or furrows in iron or leather, for creasing cloth in a
sewing-machine, etc." Presumably it could also apply to various forms of
grooving planes. One definition of the verb crease applies to plowing grooves
in flesh, as in working with fish; however, surviving use of the term (to be
creased by a bullet) is evidently limited to the U.S. The earliest dated
example of this American form is from 1807. Although this information from
the OED does not mention planes, it would seem to support the hypothesis
given in Plane Talk.
2.

Trademark inquiry

David Moore (VIII-3-8)

The "Zenith" trademark sketched by David Moore is that of the Marshall-Wells
Hardware Company, which supplied a full line of competitively-priced hardware
and related items to locally owned and operated hardware stores. These had
signs identifying them as Marshall-Wells Stores. As in most such operations,
the company was a dealer and obtained hardware items bearing its trademark
from various manufacturers. I have not encountered a "Zenith" plane; a level
in my collection bearing the "Zenith" trademark was actually made by Disston,
after 1912 and probably before 1930. Marshall-Wells was active during the
1930's and 1940's, perhaps during the 1920's and 1950's as well. I do not
know the location of its corporate headquarters. The firm marketed a line
of paints and varnishes, under its company name rather than the Zenith
trademark, and the label of a varnish can (c.1940) indicates that there
were offices in Duluth, Minneapolis, Spokane, Billings, Great Falls, and
Portland, so its area may have been limited to the West or Northwest. It
is no longer listed in McRae's Blue Book Corporate Index. Standard and
Poor's Register of Corporations (1983) lists it as Marshall Wells Limited
(a subsidiary of Field Stores Ltd.), with an address in Winnipeg. Its
products
are hardware and other hard items, wholesale and retail. The hardware
store
in the small eastern Oregon town where I grew up was a Marshall-Wells
store
(they sold other brands as well), and my first bicycle (1939) was a Zenith.

This is the "Zenith" trademark
David Moore sent us (VIII-3-8)

3. Now for a trademark inquiry of my own. This mark is stamped on the
cutting iron of an otherwise anonymous iron fore plane (actually an Ohio
Tool Company No. 07C, probably made c.1912). The mark is stamped lightly
with a finely-detailed die and measures 7/16" wide by 3/8" high. Any
information in regard to the firm for which this plane was made would be
greatly appreciated.

Ed Note: Mike Knudsen also sent us an identification of the XarshallWells Hardware Co.

I :J1a,Y TOLD HIE TO TAIE
A LITTLE OFF THE BACK !

IX-2-11

A SHARP BARGAIN
by
Jim Blower
Some time ago I purchased 11 planes near York on the Grand River, Ontario Canada. Although they had 5 different stamps, all the planes and
wedges were seemingly made by the same man.

M SHARO
MAKER

v.SHARP

MKET1

M.SHARP
DUBLIN

LM. SHARP J

DUBLIN

6" Carriage makers cock bead
91
/
2" long 7/8" cavetto moulder
9" long #18 round
9" long #18 hollow
91
4
/ " long Quirk Ogee
9 3/4" long round 1800 to match cock bead
91
4
/ " long match board tongue
/
2 nosing moulder
91
/
4,' long 1
7" long 6/8" round 1800
91
/
4" long 3/8" Grooving (?) vertical iron 2 spurs and side stop
9 1/8" long 5/16 grooving (?) vertical iron 2 spurs and side stop
All wedges are identical and all the planes are yellow birch and four
are in mint condition.
Ed. Note: Our 1905 Gazetteer lists,"Dublin, a village of Perth Co.,
Ontario. Pop. about 250."

NOTES & QUERIES
Lee r':larray and Dick Crane offered an
auction of Tools on Feb. 1982. In
their list we noted:
. 11
/
24
/
1 complex moulding plane
HASLER,
stamped on back THOS. McAVITY
. a jointer iron by
44SHEFFIEDIY'
. 11
/
4 " moulding
. Fenced rabbet ...t.Lei=i4eti (zb)
IX-2-12

George Monk has checked the Christies
sale catalog of December 1981 and
reports a previously unrecorded maker
on a moulding plane by EYGRAVE.
thie auction list of PATINA held
Yarch 13, 1982 were noted:
wedge arm sash D WORTHINGTON
horned scrub plan W.C. &CCP1F7TANY
screw arm plow L.S.FORRESTER.

NOTES & QUERIES
From John Wells comes word of a 10"
round plane of 18th C aspect with
flat lc" chamfers found in England.
Labelled G.E.ANDEPSON in a sawtooth
border the plane bears a name which
. is not found in Bill Goodman's BP II
in either the regular list or among
the problem children.

Our peripatetic Pennsylvania correspondent Bud Brown writes that he has
acquired:
. 10" table joint plane, 18th C
appearance marked I.A.SCHNEIDER in a
rectangle with an iron by G. SCHORFF.
. bead plane of 18th C appearance
marked M.DAVIS in a rectangle. •
. Another J.F.BAUDER/MANHEIM all in
a rectangle.
. An eiahteener marked G.BOHN also
in a rectangle.

A
I ip

PAt

In VIII-3-2 mention is made of E4
NEWELL/LANESBORO.' Bob Graham reports
that in 1976 he rubbed a plane belonging to Ken Roberts that was marked
A.NEWELL in a rectangle. Bob says
the surname in the A.Newell stamp is
Identical with that in the E.Newell
stamp. The latter stamp is in two
parts, a separate initial E and surname. Bob believes the ANewell mark
was shortened to remove the A. He
says the planes are very similar in
style.
In connection with the above item
Bob Graham reports a very useful
technique when working with unreadable marks of which only parts can
be seen. Rubbings of these marks
superimposed on rubbings of readable
marks and held against a light (a
window pane works very well) suddenly become legible if and when the
correct mark is chosen. This is a
good reason for assembling a library
of rubbings.
Dave Truesdale tells us about a
plane marked DILWORTH, BENSON & CO!
PHILA that was originally stamped by
CONWAY TOOL CO. The latter stamp
appears to have been sanded off but
is still vlsible. With competition
from New England it is almost surprising that Philadelphia makers were
so prolific.
Bob Graham notes that the name Allan
L. Eldridge VIII-3-14 is probably
a mis-read of Allan & Eldridge.
IX-2-13

Alex Costa tells us that at the time
AWP was written no label of JOSEPH
COUGHTRY working in Albany had been
reported. Alex has now collected a
plane marked J.COUGHTRY/ALBANY demonstrating that after Coughtry's removal
from NYC to Albany he did at least
some work under his own name.
Collected by Dan Semel is a smooth
plane of 18th C aspect. It is of
beech with a round top wedge and a
James Cam iron. Corner chamfers are
flat but narrow. The smoother is 71
4
/"
long and was at least 21
4
/ " deep when
made but has considerable sole wear.
It is marked G.ZACHARIAS in a saw
tooth border and also has an incised,
large letter J.SAYLOR set crookedly
into the upper toe. The Zacharias
label seems more likely to be that of
a maker than that of Saylor.

From an early, humorous narrative of
a New England boyhood called The
Goliath Tittle Letters comes this
probably realistic account of the
fascination of the plane "I guess
I shall be a carpenter it is real
good fun planing, while the carpenters was gone home to diner the
other day that are working at our
house I planed a good deal but they
said I spoiled the plane and the
folks had to pay for it..."

OLDER THAN NICHOLSON?
AND OTHER QUESTIONS
By
Douglas Eldridge
In the spring of 82 I acquired a chest containing
approximately 50 old carpenter's tools, including 32 wooden Planes. Since
then I have been tryina to identify and date each one. I now have reason
to believe that some of the birch planes may be older then the Nicholson
of Wrentham's and at least one of the English beech planes is as old as
Elsmore (1713).
There are 12 American type yellow birch planes includina
a 10V Yankee Plow and a 13:,-i" panel plane, as well as a i" round and a
halving plane stamped
L Nicholson (ii) F. Nicholson In Wrentham. They
are all similar except two which I feel are nuite a bit older than the
others. See Exhibit A. The only way to identify these planes would be the
inscription on one iron: :...ALSHOP. Am I correct in thinkinn these are
older than the Nicholsons?
The rest of the planes appear to be Ennlish such as
„MULL', YORK, GAOLDWALL, I. COX, and GrMAGE, alonn with three names I have
not been able to identify. There is a set of well-made planes stamped:
I.B. DESFORGES with a zig-zag border. At least three of the irons are stamped
NEWBOULD. The wood is beech and all are 9i" long. Another is stamned I HOwES
(zig-zag border) beech
10" long. The most interestina one is a 10 11/16"
beech plane stamped
highly embossed with deep zig-zan border. See
Exhibit B. The raise letters are very crude and worn. The first three letters
are DEV, the fourth looks like E and the fifth could be L or R. The characteristics are the same as Elsmore. Has this maker ever come LIP before?
Another English plane I picked up separately is also Quite
different. It is made of walnut, has a bone or ivory front Panel and a conper
guide, two metal wedges facing each other alona with 3 small pointed irons
stamped Wm Greaves and Sons. See Exhibit C. Could you Possibly tell me what
type of plane this is and for what it was used?

Exhibit A
- 10 inches long
- 1 1/8 inch stock
— 3 inches high
- Birch with 11 inch chamfers
BISHOP on one iron
-

IX-2-14

Exhibit B
- 10 11/ 16 inches long
- 3 inches high
-"Lin'. wide at base
- 5/16 flat chamfers ,
- beech
- deep cove on shoulder and
distinct fillet

Exhibit C

- 7 inches long

- 2 inches high
- 1 7/8 inches wide
- 2 metal wedges
- 3 irons - Wm Greeves & Sons
walnut with bone front panel
- plane has a convex sole from
end to end.

1X-2-15

A European Jointer
by John W. Evans
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Unmarked beech jointer, 26k" long, 3-3/16" wide, 2-9/16"
high. Throat
clearance indicates original height was 2-3/4". Round
chamfers, not stopped.
Relieved wedge slots. Decoration: Upper surface bordere
d with paired incised
lines approximately 1/8" apart. Front of throat bordere
d with same pair of lines;
another pair of lines across upper surface, halfway
between throat and toe. Sides
bordered with similar paired lines at upper edge and
ends; three lines are also
scribed longitudinally at what was originally the
midpoint. The latter are not
as closely spaced as the border work and occupy a total
width of 3/8”. Toe and
heel not decorated. No layout lines. Handle: Made
from 7/8" stock; visible
portion 7-7/8" long, 4-1
/
2" high. Mortise is 4" long; tote overlaps at nose
and
tail. Originally pegged vertically with blind dowels;
later reinforced with
small handmade iron nail at tail; still later, with
wood screws in nose and
tail. Offset slightl,, (3/16") to right. Strike:
Appears square at first
glance but actually kite-shaped, with longest axis
running parallel to long
axis of plane. Iron: 21
/
2" double iron marked COULEAUX & CIE / ACIER FONDU
/
GARANTI in device (see sketch). Surmounted by
two gallic cocks, rampant.
Maker's device (minus the cocks) also stamped
on cap iron, but with a different
die (layout of letters is not identical). Cutting
iron is almost used up and
could only stand about one more grinding before the
screw head loses its grip,
so if it is a replacement it is an old one. Wedge is
square across the top
- and appears to be original. The marking is, of course,
easily translated:
-2-16
IX
COULEAUX AND COMPANY / CAST STEEL / WARRANT
ED.

ANOTHER J.A.KING APPEARS
By
John Haltmeyer
The rubbings and tracings below are from part of a group of planes I
bought recently at the auction of an undertaker named Gleim in Iowa.
There were over 50 planes in the group which had been in the family three
gnerations that the owner was aware of. The planes fit in a small cupboard which one of the Gleims made for them and include 3 OGs, 7 astragals,
3 center beads, 4 pr..hollows and rounds, 4 pr. match, 5 edge molding,
1 pr table planes, 2 ovalos, 2 rabbets, 1 cove & astragal, 1 /
1
4 " nosing,
1 2", hollow, 1 21
/
2" hollow, 1 moving fillister, 1 raising jack, 1 crown
moulder, 1 jack, 1 jointer, 1 plow.
Also at the auction was a horse drawn hearse which W.H.Gleim, whose
name appears on some of the planes, built. I believe he bought the running gear and built the box. In the hearse was a mahogany coffin that
W.H. made also. According to the present Gleim,the undertaking business
has been combined with a furniture business and the planes seem to indicate they were used by someone who made furniture. The makers run from
the standard Auburn and Ohio tool planes to the rare J.A.King cove and
astragal.
Ed. Note: The combination of undertaking and cabinetmaking was not unusual. For example Williamsburg, Va. cabinetmaker and undertaker,Benjamin
Bucktrout began a business which continues to this day as the Bucktrout
Funeral Service.The business began in the 18th Century!

J.A.KING
NEWARK
/
2"X 3 3/8"
91
Beech
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THO. GRANT
4.tittY
MI
Beech

9 7/8"X 3"
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•

• • -••_..... .•••••••••-••••._

151
4
/ " long

Cr)

4 5/16"

The Crown Molding Plane is unmarked. It is made
of
birdseye maple with an open tote which is
centered.

I have other L.KENNEDY, HARTFORD
planes but none have the square cha
mfers
or this early wedge profile.

L.KENNEDY
HARTFORD

91
/
2" X 31
/
4"
Beech
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TRANSITIONAL AND METALLIC PLANE INFCIIMATION

ROGER K. Ste1%, Editor
Please send all inquiries or information related to Transitional & Metallic Planes
to The Imp Editor, RoPer K. Smith, 1.14.14 N. Main St., Lancaster, Mass. 01523.
FIRST MODEL NO. 11 BELTAAKER'S PLANE
Bud Steere has submitted a photo of a
NO. 11.-341.G1Wr's Plane in his collection.
Apparently it is of the 15t style mfr. by
Leonard Bailey in Boston prior to 1869 when
he sold his patents & business to the
S.R. & L. Co.
The most noticeable feature of this
early plane is that the adjustment nut &
screw operate on a horizontal axis. Prior
to this discovery it was thought that this
arrangement was only used on the NO. 11
plane in /905 & subsequently through 191.i3
when the plane Was discontinued.
This indicates that shortly nfter the

S.R. & L. Co. accolired the Bailey plane
business a design chancre was made with the
adjustment screw located on a vertical axis.
However, about 190h they reverted back to
thr arrangement used by Bailey at Boston
orior to 1869.
The other early characteristics of
Bud's plane are a solid smooth-slirfaced
lever cap with PATENT AUG. 31, '58 cast
into the outside surface (NO. 11's after
1870 had a pebbled outer surfaCe on the
lever cap.). The brass adjustment nut is
of two-piece construction (See P-TAMPIA,
p. 50.) The markings on the adjustment nut
& cutter are as shown here.

1st Model NO. 11 Plane (See photo section)

BELT MAKERS PLANE
For chamfering the ends of a belt before they are
fastened together. The throat is adjustable.
The Cutter is adjustable endwise.
Japanned. Hardwood Handle.

BAILEY'S ADJUSTABLE BELT PLANE.

N0.11. Belt Makers' Plane, 2i inch Cutter

$3 00

This Tool is used by IteIt. Makers, for chamfering down the laps of a Belt. before fastening
them together. It is equally well adapted to use iu repairing Belts iu all manufacturing
establishments.

2nd Model NO. 11 Plane le70-1904

3rd Model NO. 11 Plane

BP\ L

t.s1

PATEN T,
(7. 2
Markings on 1st Model Adj. Nut

Markings on 1st Model Cutter

ST. NLDEY'S ADJUST.PcBLE CHISEL GAUGE.

STANLEY
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BUNDY'S PATENT
COMBINATION MATCH PLANE & PLOW
Bud Steere recently had the rood furtune
to locate a multi-piece, multi-nurpose plane
patented by Lewis Bundy of Mooeris Forks, N.Y.
on Nov. 15, 1870. Patent NO. 109,17L. (See
photo section for illustrations of the plane.)
A look at the map shows Mooer's Forks to be
in the extreme northeast corner of N.Y. state.
This is the only known specimen in a
collection, and it may be the prototype model
since the wood parts & brass fitting show
signs of handwork.
The brass name plate has
been hand-stamped and reads: BMW'S COMB'D
MATCH PLANE & PLOW PAT'D NOV. 15,1870
MOOER'S FORKS, N.Y.
It basically consists of 2 rabbet planes
and 1 plow plane mounted on square arms
attached to the main frame with two-way
" coming & going" handles.
The overall length
is 18" & apparently made from a variety of
woods including mahogany, birch & bird's eye
maple.

Unita

tatc

The drawing & specifications are shown
here in reduced size. Consult John Moody's
The American Cabinetmaker's Plow Plane,
pp. 121-122 for a clear illustration &
description
L. BUNDY.
PLANE.

No. 10P 174.

Patented Nov. 15, 1870.

i,attut Offitt.

LEWIS BUNDY, OF MOOER'S FORKS. NEW YORK.

Letters Patent No le1,171. tated November It, 117t
IMPROVEMENT IN PLANES.
Ttur Soloollal• Moroi Is 10 thaw Lams 740.661 and sc...,One tort et st.• aro.

re all whom It Iney concern:

1 hos., and ate made al.::.atable thriven, or LIZOlt to
Be it known that I, /Awls Iturcpy, or
e.de to or from the 1.;.;•• of the stock, and are hekl
Fork!. in the county of Clinton and State of New :1 any cleaned positit a by means of set. 'totem,
. Yos k. Lave lote_ted is new and issefulImproreovot in Oustkeel
Gooshl.nasion Alstch•rlann and I'low; nod Ida hereby
and CI ate twu
are th.,:s
des:tare that the following is a full, clear, Ana easel
opal one side of t: stosk, ard which ate ad•
tiesmileion thereof, which will coall, others skiled In .•:stable un the hos
ad-litly Of each Other, se.
the art to make and ow the antic, lefeseiwe bt•In; A. to nthipt those 1•139t/
uf thrm) to oil.:
had lathe accompanying drawing loin:log pan of this
ars Non sin.ply colt...g-:ong.tes for the g'csavir.g.
opeciScation.
:C.ne hr la, os• ii,, Ifie
s:Je of the stack.
This Invention relatively anew alma useful ImploseIlls the iIissn rade!, In 3o1 1111:IIPk to or from Ile
ment to a combined mateb•platte and plow, for work- •••• It, the same as the
planes.
ing In *INA, nhereby tongues and grants of satiable
1 Is II.e metallic plate which supporte the plow-in.'
depth and of variaLle width of marDirstnay lv rut ; J. and entets the gtome as it Is ea, as Is comm..'
and
grooclog•plown.
It rours:4, In connecting with a plane-stavk two ast.
K 16 00 gauge on ito ode of the stock foe reee,
Jtostate.erthhet•planes 1111.13n is:Just:114e gnyncing.tord
tl.ç nnogits or the Zistat.c... hoot the side Of anr.,e
or plow, anair;ed to operate XS lii reinallea n.ore fully of the I her to the gisnce.
devaihed.
st.h. of t t,e chisel, or
L tepreArids the
In the atvompenslog dmsOttg—
S.1 she lahlict-ptanes.
Figure 1 repreeents w top co plan slew of the coot.
N sepmbrests 0.1JUA.Inlolc kr.oggr6 6,, gOss:11.ing 1.:+e
bleed tools
uf cot of the rableti.i.olea and the plow.
Fignre 2 Is a Slew of tbe inbhetiog side of the tool, I
T1.. Inside tataset•p'.a.., I' is inaJa 1.• iii,. huge it.
and showing the gauge on the stock.
5.%45 tog inn rod too rod 1:•- 14.X1., the hitter hi hug es-Figure 3 Ins • irpn a the oppothe
eloontog the
OS% no 05 in Alb" , An too difC1.31g45.
greening-tool or plow.
For 1014:1.110g 01111 gir,.., ::.;1,1mbri it varying Oita Figu:e 4 Is a cansossectIon of fig. J. Callen on the '-eases, and En ram itolin
cc inn $.01,6 in
line z
and other hinds of .c.d.iso,k, this ca:nNned tout
Similar latent 1.1 tvieraten loaitote ourrewpwnha; v. i be found of the groat,st advantage.
pasta.
!lasing than described my toccata',
A It a central sWek, with a handle, 11, at esti, end,
I claim as new nod desire to 0,,enn: by Letters rat.
the cutuogdoole connected .hereottli bang arranged est._
oo both Wei, no that the stock liM3 10 be reversed for
The pt me-stock
hp combination with the ban G,
cutting a tongue and a groovep".aw It, aml rabbet-plans F fl, coasUncted and no.
C atAl 1) ate bat, whirl, piss tounivenaely throa.gb e—atidg as and for the pargooe described.
the stock, (to which they are tightly attached,) and
LEWIS BUNDY.
stand at tight antes therewith.
The ends of these bare extend oat trom either side
Nritt11111601!
nf the stock. an seen In fig. 1, sod the grooving sod
C11•11.1.1611 OM"
rabbetingislanes an, ;misused so NI to reecho the
CLIFTON P. &mums.
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"Up-to-Dato" Combination

NEW

RABBET.ROUTER

PLANE
With Built-in
GAUGE-MARKEH
and SQUARE

USABLE
Where Other
Won't Work

talltS

You've always wanted such • plane—nothing like It! ideal
for setting hinges and locks perfectly . . . also for ALL fine.
Intricate carpentry work. Canes where other planes can't
reach! 3
4
/ " tool steel blade will cut to 12
/ " depth. light,
precision steel construction — heavy nickel
Plate. Full 73
4
/ " 101111. Weighs 17 swum 4,
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. Order
POST
BY MAIL TODAY! WE PAY SKIPPING!
PAID
ILLINOIS STAMPING & MFG. CO.
Dept. C•12. 220 N. Jefferson St.
Chicago 6. Illinois

. 75

Ad from the Feb. 1958 issue of The
C2rnenter. has anyone seen one of
these?

UNION

Improved Adjustable Combination Plane

No. 44 Nickel'Plated, Eighteen Cutters
This plane it
ing Plane.

Price, $16.90

combination of a Carpenter's Plow. Dado, Side and Center Bead

Each Plant: is accompanied by Nine Plow Cutters (4, TA,
h,
Ys. .%, 314
and 74 inch).
Seven Beading Tools (A, es, 1/4 , 15$3. S. is and Y2 inch), a 74 inch Match Cutter,
and a—Sash Tool.
. DIRECTIONS
DADO—Bring the sliding section even with the right edge of the cutter used
and secure it on the Arms by the Thumb Screws. The Spurs will then be exactly
in front of the two edges of the cutter. The depth gauge on the left hand sib-ol"
the Plane is used as a stop.
RABBET AND FILLETSTER—Set the Cutter as for Dado, using the fence
on the .Arms to regulate the width to be cut.
PLOW—Use in the same form as for RABBETING. in using cutters less than
one-quarter inch in width, remove the sliding section from the Arms.
BEADING AND CENTER BEADING—Use the Plane in the same form as for
RABBET. For beading th e edges of Vhitched Boards, insert the long steel gauge.
with stem on the right hand side of the sliding section, in socket used for depth
gauge.
SASH AND MATCH PLANE—Us, in the same form as for RABBETING.
The depth of the tongue is regulated by 4i e stop attached to the Cutter. The quarter
• inch plow bit is used for grooving.

THE UNION FLANE CO.
NEW BR11 IN, CONN.

MODERN PLANES

The Only Plane Equipped with Genuine
Swedish Steel Cutters

T

HESE high grade, adjustable, iron,
bench planes are equipped with genuine Swedish steel cutters, universally recognized as the best. Machined to
.003 of an inch and designed for the most
exacting shop work MODERN Planes are
naturally prized in all homes where good
tools are appreciated.
Rigid, popular type frog. Frame castings
of alloy iron. Handles and knobs finished
in rich, mahogany browp. Broadly guaranteed as to quality arid' workmanship.
OMIE
%I E

LI

K
°
I.IT Y

Modern Grinder Mfg. Co.
Milwaukee, Wis.; U. S. A.

Illustration shown in a c. 1920 pamphlet. The
planes anpear to be Bailey-type copies. We
would like to hear of any actual specimens with
the Modern label.

Ruben Morrison has sent in a copy of the instruction sheet for the Union NO. LL
Combination Plane which is actually of Jacob Siegley's design. See P-TAMPIA, P. 260,
for illustrations of this plane & the original box.
New information indicates that these planes and other Union planes were
actually
mfr. by the Stanley Rule E. Level Cc. Apparently, the Union Plane Cc. was a company
within a company.
Jacob Siegley sold his plane business to the S.R. & L. Co. in August of 1901. He
later became a consultant to Stanley @ C10 per month just to be on call. if his services
were required he received E3 per day plus traveling expenses between Wilkes-Barre, Pa. &
New Britain, Ct.
Sieglei was grtonted patent NO. 1,032,956 on July 16, 1012 for an improvement on his
combination nlane. Ths patent was assigned to the F.R.
L. Co. See The American
Cabinetmaker's Plow Plane, J.A. Moody, pp. 211-213 for an illustration & description of
this patent.
Apparently, 9.R. 44 L. Co. was manufacturing combination planes of Siegley's design
but under the Union Plane Cc. label. it will take much more research to unravel the
mystery of this 3-way relationship and its marketing advantages.
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SHELTON PLANE CO.
Shelton, Conn.
These planes were manufactured under patent #1,9114,609 granted to Cornelius J. MacAller
of Derby, Conn. on June 20,1933. He made application for this patent on :'eb. 19,1932. The
patent was assigned to Abraham H. Lavietes of Shelton, Conn. It is assumed that Mr. Lavietes
was president of the company.
Planes of the #3, i & $ size equivalents of Stanley along with block planes have been
observed in collections. Some are marked Patent Pending and others with the patent number
cast on the lever cap. Some have the Shelton name and others do not.
The planes were probably manufactured from 1932 until W.W.II.

June 20, 1933.

1,914,609

C. J. MacALLER
CARPENTER'S PLANE
Filed Feb. 19, 1932

This information on Shelton Planes appeared'
in the IMP of Planetalk, Vol. VI, NO., 3, p. 19
(1981). Since this plane generates more questions
than any other metallic plane made in America
it is reprinted for the benefit of new members &
to refresh the memory of the 'old timers'. Hopefully it will eliminate unnecessary correspondence.
The rlanes consistently bring $15 or less at tool
auctions. They were nct discussed in P-TAMPIA'
because they were manufactured subsequent to the
1927 cut-off date.
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SHELTON PLANE
THE LEWIN UNIVERSAL PLANE

(Update)

Frank Flynn tells us that the January
1991.4 issue of the Woodworker had letters to
the editor which reveal mnre information
about the Lewin Plane, it was introduced in
191.i6-0 because the ',
.-f anley 13. 145 and
Record NO. LOS were un ,ai1ab1e rip.ht after
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INVENTOR

Cornelius J. MacAller
BY

-72?4:-

ATTotifriEse

W.W. II. It was called the 'Six-Fifteen'
because its price wa.
,
, g 6.15 shillings. The
distributor was Oxted Mill, Surrey, and the
London wholesaler was suck & Hickman. The
190 mode?. had the 18 cutters, and also a
sash cutte:. Some of the best features of
the nlane were the cam locking adjustments
on the fence, skate and body and also' depth
ures instead of set screws. Information
on the Lewin Plane appeared in Planetalk
(IMP section), Vr.1. III, NC. 3, 1993,
,r. 20
21.

